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‘Media loves the negative spin!’

Media has gone great guns for quite some time now and carried a lot of clout as it has
affected the cognition of majority of the public to a greater extent. For a past few decades, it
has deeply inculcated in our cultural, moral, religious and ethical roots. The actual role that
media was supposed to play was conveying veracity, reality and optimism through screens or
paper readings rather than amalgamating public’s thinking process into outputs it desires.

News Channels are one of the most influential forms of media that can take the bull
by the horns. In my perspective, it has purposely adopted the ‘agenda-setting theory’. When
the western capitalism held its ground in the form of multinational media corporations in
1970’s by the industrialized countries, these nations produced majority of the news content
that was sold out to poor countries and adulterated their media through occidentalization.
This eventually deformed the roots of original eastern and southern culture in third world
countries and they faced identity crisis by becoming culturally, religiously and morally
unsynchronized and disabled. Today, as all news channels are under great international and
political pressures, they are operating to create and maintain the system of dependency and
dominance in the world. They are persistently contaminating the public’s opinion through an
approach called ‘media imperialism’ which points towards ‘whoever controls the media
controls the minds’. It emphasizes on creating a global culture that can decisively directs the
course of cultural and moral development under international socio-political system.

When it comes to public, youth of any country are most prone to changes. Saturated
exposure to the world through news channels and social media has somewhere devastated the
true essence of many cultures and religions for the young minds. The developing countries
are based on strong reverent and moral grounds. However, engagement with mass media has
created imbroglio and dilemma in people’s mind with respect to the eastern and western
values. People have started comparing their root rationale to the so-called modern motives of
the world.

For instance, recently, news channels in Pakistan were flooded with ‘Aurat March,
2021’ highlights and videos where some people were promoting anti-Islamic motives on the
streets in the name of feminism and modernisation. They supported the idea of LGBTQ+ that
is strictly impermissible in Islam and commented on its need to get legalized in Pakistan. The
people who watched it on news channels have got an access to this new perspective of



feminism in Pakistan and will eventually start thinking the way media wants them to. This is
the consequence of encouraging western feminism in eastern countries. Considering another
example, in some developing countries like Pakistan, Afghanistan, Argentina and India etc.,
the news channels also promote Hollywood movies and Netflix culture due to which people
get some knowhow of Americanization in the eastern and southern world. This has created
greater openness and integration of western civilization with developing country’s media. In
the Muslim world, Netflix is advertising recreated Islamic norms and moral values to shape
the young minds that will serve the western world in future. Vulgarity and obscenity are
easily approachable through such mediums that affect the mentality of Muslim youth and the
rest of the public as well. Some seasons telecasted over there shows Islam as a conservative
religion that limits the freedom of women in society. The concept of piousness is negatively
affected through such mediums as covering of head or body is considered a restriction for a
Muslim girl.

News Channels today acts as a monarch for the whole world. Many different social
and economic concepts came to limelight because of its necessary or unnecessary
broadcasting on news channels. Some of the pertaining terms include capitalism, materialism,
feminism, socialism etc. All these concepts have shaped the world we live in today. These are
the by-products of western media. For instance, People have started associating power with
money and materialistic objects. The more expensive furniture and house one has, the more
respectable he becomes in society. Moral values, etiquettes and ethics have lost their true
essence because of such concepts.

This proliferation has put our peace and idealism to the edge of chaos. Due to the
content produced by these news channels, world has shifted its focus towards realism and
liberalism. However, it has created an aura of distress and dissatisfaction for most part of the
world. Talking about psychological effects on individual level, it has made public more
violent and intolerant as proved by many researches. Aftermath of the news aired on
Television about wrongdoings, poverty, wars, Covid-19 like pandemics taking control over
the world and political turmoil etc. is the serious impact on one’s emotional and mental
stability. It has contributed to be the root cause of increasing depression, anxiety,
psychological stress and suicides in the world. News channels are playing the role of
scaremongers in today’s world.

In a nutshell, news channels hold great potential to divert and play with the
psychological state of public especially the young minds. No doubt, it plays a significant role
in the modern world today; however, it must focus on transferring authentic news and
creating buoyancy and positivity in the world rather than being the negative regulator of
minds around the world.


